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But in the alternate universe that is Wheelock, the Lady Wildcats left the field with smiles and attagirls all around.

“We improved! Last year we would never have scored on them,” said junior striker Despina Savvoulides, the game’s lone scorer.

Thus the Wheelock athletic department philosophy: Winning doesn’t matter. Improvement, enjoyment, character, and team building do. Seriously.

At Wheelock, a 1,055-student campus in Boston’s Fenway neighborhood with no gymnasiums or sports fields of its own, that philosophy approaches religion. And it is attracting attention from other college sports executives unhappy with the win-at-all-costs attitude believed to drive some corruption-plagued programs.

The philosophy has, ironically, proved successful in another way: With it, the school has started winning games.

Athletic director Diana Cutaia brought the philosophy to campus six years ago, and since then the athletic department’s collective record has gone from 45 athletes with three wins the prior season to 122 athletes and 40 wins last year.

“I got some strange looks when I first introduced this notion,” Cutaia says. “But I came by this belief after years as an athlete and coach, myself. It didn’t happen overnight.”

Indeed, Cutaia, a youthful 38-year-old with hipper version of Buddy Holly’s glasses and blond-streaked hair, has been a winner much of her sporting career. She was a standout point guard for Greenwich (Conn.) High School in the late 1980s, followed by a solid year at Sacred Heart University. Even though her college playing career was cut short by knee injuries, Cutaia continued winning as a coach - first by leading Norwalk Community College’s women’s hoops team to three New England division titles along with national ranking as the No. 8 program in its division, then by helping pull Curry College’s women’s team out of the cellar, and finally, pre-Wheelock, by...
helping guide Mount Holyoke College’s women’s team to consecutive winning records.

“So it wasn’t that winning was foreign to me,” Cutaia says. “It was that over time I saw how destructive it was to the players to hear how important winning a game was. It’s not new for coaches to tell their players that the most important thing is that they build character and learn to grow up. But that always comes with a wink and a nod that sends a message that winning is still important. It is a distraction, if you think about the fact that the vast majority of college athletes - 99 percent - will never play professionally or be paid to play.”

If Cutaia’s philosophy stopped with “winning doesn’t matter” it would still be enough to keep college sports abuzz for years. But it is broader. It includes a policy of no punitive reactions by coaches against athletes who mess up, and a requirement that all athletes spend at least some of their scant spare time volunteering as ticket takers, ushers, and cheerleaders at other athletes’ games.

The most important assessment of Cutaia’s philosophy may not be what peers think but how her athletes feel and how they fare.

“I won’t lie. I thought it was weird when I first got here,” says Savvoulides, who scored a SportsCenter-worthy goal in the season-opener’s 65th minute.

Her teammates chuckle, but nod in agreement as she explains: “I was used to being yelled at, punished, and so on. I’m not complaining. It’s just what you get used to. So it was kind of funny for me to have to force myself to get used to my coach just saying, ‘Try again,’ if I messed up, rather than coming after me. I mean that’s how it was in high school.”

Alexandra Chiesa, 21 and a senior soccer player, took it a step further, explaining that embracing Cutaia’s philosophy hasn’t made her less passionate about sport.

“It is a strange thing when you realize that you can take your sport seriously without taking the actual competition too seriously,” she says. “This is Division III. We’re not on scholarship. We’re not getting anything special, no sneaker deals, none of that.”

So it was no big deal when the men’s soccer team got thrashed by Baruch College by a score of 13-2 in its season opener. After the game, junior Dan Campbell patted his coach David Ulm on the back and said, “We’ll win some. But the important thing is we improved.”
When Cutaia first took over as athletic director, her ideas surprised John Preziosa, head coach of the men's basketball team. But he admits that they quickly grew on him.

“Winning means everything. That’s what we teach our kids, right,” Preziosa says. “I love Diana’s balance here. So when you take that pressure off of the kids, and the coaches, I might add, suddenly winning becomes more achievable because their focus has been on playing better, on performing better as a team.”

Del Malloy, commissioner of the New England Collegiate Conference, to which Wheelock belongs, says he’s heard from other sports executives that Cutaia’s philosophy is stirring interest.

“What I’m hearing is that when coaches focus on creating winners, rather than winning, they win more! And they graduate well-adjusted young adults who are better prepared for life after college sports.”

Jim Thompson, executive director and founder of the Positive Coaching Alliance, a nonprofit foundation cofounded by Stanford University’s Athletic Department in 1998, is both fan and critic. Thompson, who spent a decade as director of the Public and Global Management programs in Stanford’s Graduate School of Business, says desire to win can motivate if it is done in a positive atmosphere.

“Let’s be clear. I’d be honored to have my kid play for Diana,” Thompson says. “But the important thing is balance. Winning does have some importance, but not as much as building a warm organizational culture . . . like she has, and helping the kids pursue the ELM - better effort, better lives, and mastery of their sport . . . like she has. So her philosophy does result in winning.”

Cutaia’s Wheelock programs have been a topic of conversation among college sports executives, says Stephanie Thorburn, associate director of leadership development for the NCAA.

“Diana’s philosophy is attractive because it works not just as a coaching method but also a teaching method,” Thorburn says. “Further, she has done great work helping student athletes build character through volunteer service to other students.”

What Cutaia and Wheelock are doing is a model that reflects a national mentality, according to Ken Reed, executive director of activist Ralph Nader’s nonprofit League of Fans sports research foundation.
“There is statistical and anecdotal evidence that those are the athletes who win more often and mature with such self confidence that they’re not crushed and unable to progress if they lose a game or even an entire season,” Reed says.

During a recent Wednesday morning soccer practice, a freshman player either missed or ignored a coach’s instruction and kicked the ball in the wrong direction, an error that could have been costly in a real game.

The young woman stopped in her tracks, and looked around, waiting for the “normal” scolding and punishment of extra sprints.

Instead, several senior players sprinted to the girl, gave her rough, one-armed hugs, patted her on the back, and began shouting admonitions to her.

Keep your head up! It’s all good. Don’t worry about it. That’s what practice is for. Shake it off. Let’s go, Wildcats!

James H. Burnett III can be reached at james.burnett@globe.com. Follow him at www.twitter.com/jamesburnett.

Comments — coming soon. With the launch of subscriptions to BostonGlobe.com in October, subscribers will have the ability to comment on articles, with reporters and editors from the Globe joining in select conversations.